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Key Vocabulary

Algorithm A logical step-by-step process for solving a problem

Sequence The specific order of instructions

Selection A decision / question

Iteration To repeat / loop

Variable A space to store data that can be assigned a name

Flowchart A visual method of representing an algorithm

Process Part of an algorithm that requires an action

Terminator The Start or End of a flowchart

Input Where data is added to an algorithm

Output Where the result is displayed from an algorithm

Decision A question is asked which answer determines a 
pathway

Constructs The building blocks of programming

Condition Controlled A method of iteration – where the algorithm 
repeats while a question is being answered in a 

specific way

Nested Selection A selection statement only performed after 
meeting the condition of another

Comparison Operator Used to compare values, e.g. >. >=, <, <=, !=

Instructions The individual steps in an algorithm

Count controlled A method of iteration – where the algorithm 
repeats a set number of times
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HOMEWORK TASKS

1. Write down the
steps for the process of making 
a jam sandwich, then use the 
written steps to create a 
flowchart.

2. What could you use a 
computer to control inside 
your home? Invent a new 
automated Device for your 
Home. Create a flowchart
using the correct symbols to 
represent how it works.

3. Find out the flowchart
symbols for:
-A delay
-A subroutine
-Storing data 

4.Create a flowchart on getting 
up for school. The steps you 
might work through when you 
get up in the morning for 
before going to school are as 
follows:
• Leave the house
• Get out of bed 
• Has the alarm gone off?
• Get washed
• Get dressed 
• Go back to sleep 
• Pack school bag

Decide on the correct order for 
these steps and add in 
something you feel is missing…


